
Welcome to Talent Solutions Group, Inc. - a leading provider of specialized talent

resources in the utility sector. At TSG, we understand the critical role that utilities

play in our everyday lives, and we're dedicated to helping organizations navigate the

rapidly changing landscape of energy transformation and sustainability.

From renewable energy to hydrogen power, TSG has the expertise to provide top-

notch talent solutions across a range of industries. Our team of experienced

professionals is well-versed in the latest trends and technologies, from IoT and

Cyber Security to AI-Driven Cyber Security and Natural Gas.

We work with a range of companies across the US to ensure that organizations have

access to the best resources available. Whether it's providing comprehensive staffing

services for corporate office positions, project managers, or field engineers, TSG is

committed to keeping the energy grid running smoothly and maintaining a reliable

and resilient power supply for the nation.

OUR STORY

UTILITY SECTORS
National Staffing Services

freelance
contract-to-hire 
full-time 
RPO

FLEXIBLE STAFFING
OPTIONS



According to recent reports, the US utility infrastructure is in need of a
massive overhaul, and TSG is at the forefront of this effort. Our team is
dedicated to helping organizations find top talent to meet their needs,
including those involved in Clean Air initiatives and other
sustainability efforts.

At TSG, we take pride in our ability to deliver specialized talent
solutions in the utility sector, and we look forward to working with you
to build a brighter and more sustainable future.

Process Engineer

Equipment Engineer

Electrical Engineer

Power Plant Operator

Lineman

Cyber Security 

Energy Analyst

Renewable Energy Specialist

Utility System Operator

Environmental Compliance

Specialist

Project Manager

Mechanical Engineer

Energy Auditor

Substation Technician

Solar Panel Installer

Wind Turbine Technician

Energy Sales Representative

Energy Efficiency Program

Manager

IoT Systems Engineer  

SPECIALIZATION 

We customize our
process to meet
the specific needs
of our clients. 

Our ability to
fully understand
your needs give
you confidence in
the people we
place.


